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CHINMAYA VISHWAVIDYAPEETH
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF IQAC Dated 28 August 2O2O at 3:30 pm

Venue: Vice-Chancellor's Office Via Zoom
CEG, Ernakulam Campus

No: CW/l QAc /20L9-2o / o07

Members present
sl

No

IQAC

Functionary
Member Name

University
Designation

IQAC Role

\

1 Chairperson Dr. Nagaraj Neerchal Vice Chancellor Chairperson t11'

2

Faculty

Dr. Gauri Mahulikar Dean of Faculty Member Xa\t
3

Dr. Ramakrishna

Pejathaya

Associate

Professor, EGCS
Member*

4 Dr. Vinayak Rajat Bhat HOS, VKS Member

5 Dr. Sathish M
Assistant
Professor, CKS

Member

6 Dr. Vinod R R
Assistant
Professor, CKS

Member

7 Mr. Saurabh Singanapalli
Assistant
Professor, LLS

Member

B Dr. Satheesh Varma
Assistant
Professor, PPSH

Member

9 Dr. Venkata Raghavan
Assistant
Professor, PPSH

Member

10 Dr. Ajay Kumar
Assistant
Professor, PPSH

Member

11

Senior

Administrative
Officers

Dr. Soumya S Registrar I/c Member &
T2 Mr. K R Lal Director l/c - lT Member

13
Mr. Krishna Kumaran
Thampi*

Controller of
Examination I/c

Member
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14 Ms. Jayalakshmi Nanda

Chief of Staff of
Vice Chancellor &
IT Coordinator for
Compliance

Member

15 Mr. Arun Krishnadas
Manager -
Administration

Member -

Secretary

1.6
Mr. Iayakrishnan
fayakumar

Manager -
Accounts

Member*

17 One/two
nominees from
local society,

Students and

Alumni

Shri. K K Rajan

Executive Council

Member & Chief

Sevak, Chinmaya

International
Foundation

Member

1B Dr Shankar Venugopal Nominee
Member

IEmployer)

1.9 Ms. Blessy Benjamin
M.Sc. Applied
Psychology

Member
(Student)

20

Director/
Coordinator of
IQAC

Dr. Sreeevalsa Kumar HOS, PPSH Director

* Attended by proxy

Members absent
1. Mr Vinay Hejjaji Amarnath, Member (Student)

2. Ms. Deekshita Muthukumar, Member [Student)
3. Ms Gayathri Devi, Member (Parent)

4. Ms Rupal Shukla, Member (Student)

5. Ms Sivapriya G Kamath, Member (Student)

6. Mr. S R Nair, Nominee, Member flndustrialist)

Agenda
7. Approval of the minutes of the meeting of IQAC dated 24/07 /2020.
2. ATR on the minutes of the meeting of IQAC dated 24/07 /2020
3. Review and recommendation of Academic Integrity Policy

4. Review and recommendation of |abagadadash Fest Policy

5. Formalization and recommendation of Graduate Exit Programme

6. Formalization and recommendation of Faculty Orientation Programme

7. AOB with the permission of the Chair

Preliminaries to the meeting
The Vice Chancellor called the meeting to order with a prayer and welcomed the

attendees to the 7th IQAC meeting. The Vice- Chancellor congratulated on the successful
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that Dr. fayasakaranji (NAAC - Consultant) was favorably impressed with the execution

of the FOP. In addition, the Vice-Chancellor informed that Swami Advayanandaji was

greatly pleased with the conduct of the FOP. The Vice-Chancellor implied on the conduct

of FOP in every forthcoming semester. The Vice-Chancellor congratulated IQAC in

initiating skill enhancement programmes and this has in turn created a positive image,

evident by embracing the NAAC framework. The Vice- Chancellor mentioned that Self-

monitoring by the Universities is a major point in the new NEP (National'Education Policy

- ZO2O) by imparting "Tight & Light" which means fewer regulations which are strictly

enforced - in line with NAAC matrix. The Vice-Chancellor informed that in lieu of this,

CW has laid a strong step forward towards this new environment.

Agenda Points
Dr. Sreevalsa Kumar read the Agenda Points to be discussed and finalized in the meeting'

I. Agenda Point: - Approval of Minutes of the Meeting of IQAC held on 24/07 I2OZO

The Director - IQAC presented the minutes of the 6th IQAC meeting, held on 24ttt JulY

2020, and sought approval from the committee'

Discussion: -

The minutes of the meeting was discussed in detail by the members of the team.

Resolution: -

The minutes of the meeting was unanimously approved without modification.

II. Agenda Point: - ATR on the minutes of the meeting of IQAC dated 24107 /2O2O

The Director - IQAC presented the actionable items based on the meeting held on

24th f uly 2020 and sought approval from the committee.

Discussion: -

The ATR was discussed in detail by the members of the team

Resolution
The ATR was unanimously approved without modification.

III. Agenda Point: - Review and recommendation of Academic Integrity Policy

The Director of IQAC gave an introductory outline about the policy and its scope.

Discussion: -

The policy was discussed in detail by the members of the team and the following

observations/ suggestions were made by the members:

1. Dr. Saurabh sought the rationale behind penalties incorporated - for dissertation,

its starts from 300/0, whereas for academic papers its 10%'

2. The Director, IQAC informed that regarding the papers prepared/presented by

the students there may be limitations in paraphrasing of documents by the

student community. Hence there is a leniency.q^J<:."',";""'::' r,,^ n n r'h/
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3. Dean of Faculty informed that the uGC prescribes such a high percentage since

students has to rely on definitions and quotes in their dissertation from various

sources.Henceitisadmissiblewithsuchvariation.
4. The Vice-chancellor informed that for PhD thesis it is very common to have a

chapter dedicated for Literature Review. Hence matrix will trigger due to the use

ofcommontermsrelatingtoaparticulartopic.Thus,theneed.forsuchlarger
margin is justifiable.

5. Dr. Sathish also mentioned that self-plagiarism emerges when one quotes one's

own Words from his/her earlier paper presentations; sometimes that is also

marked as plagiarism. Hence a larger margin needs to be given.

6. Dr. Raghavan mentioned that the levels of similarities will be communicated well

in advance as per "Note-7"in the policy'

7. Dr. Ajay Kumar answered that this is done to impart and encourage academic

integrity among students such information may be mentioned in the course

outline itself.
g. The Vice-Chancellor advised the Criterion-3 Team to draft an additional standard

paragraph which should be quoted in all course outlines complaint with "Note-7"

and should also reflect in course outline template'

Resolution
The policy was recommended without modifications to the Vice-Chancellor's office

for the final aPProval.

w. Agenda Point: - Review and recommendation of tabagadadash Fest Policy

The Director of IQAC gave an introductory outline about the policy and its scope'

Discussion: -

The policy matters were discussed in detail by the members' The following

observations were made by the members during the deliberation: -

L. Dr. Raghavan informed that the cw logo used is of an old version which needs to

be modified. He also enquired about the rationale behind the number assigned to

the document'

2. Dr. Saurabh explained that the drafting was done 6 months ago hence the old logo

is in place, which will be replaced immediately with the new version' Dr' Saurabh

informed that the numbering of the document was done based on old

administrative documents circulated earlier within the University.

Dr. Raghavan suggested correction in the terminologies/wordings used in

Section-3 and Section-4. Dr. Raghavan also suggested to remove definitive

terminologies to make it more dynamic' Dr' Raghavan recommended that in

section-4.1-.1.1 the OC's (Overall Co-ordinators) may be non-PG candidates' since

pG students are more likely to have participated in such events during their UG

study. Dr. Saurabh answered that, since this being a policy, exclusion of such

candidates shall not be made.
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4. Dr. Raghavan suggested that in section-4.2.2, the FC's [Faculty Co-Ordinators)

shall be given the responsibility to select OCs. Moreover, in section 4.4 it is

mentioned that the ECs [Event Co-ordinators) are responsible for managing

fopmal events, however there are informal events associated with the same [as
mentioned in the earlier part of the policy document). Hence changes need to be

incorporated regarding the same. In section 4.4.L.5 additional clause may be

added that in the absence of nomination from student club, OCs may appoint a

student as EC.

5. The Registrar lf c suggested that discrimination must not be done in regards to

the participation of students. Hence all students must be given equal opportunity
for the participation.

6. The Director, IQAC recommended that since there are many points to be

discussed and rectified in detail, it would be wiser to send back the document to

Criterion-S Team to be revised and circulated for review.

Resolution
The policy would once again be circulated and reviewed by the Criterion-S Team for
revision. In addition, CEG & CNBG acharyas shall also review the same document for
providing their comments/suggestions.

V. Agenda Point: - Formalisation and recommendation of Graduate Exit
Programme
The Director - IQAC started with a prelude that during the recent faculty meeting, Dr.

Vanisree discussed about following the best practices in the University. The Director,

IQAC elaborated on the "Campus to Corporate" programme initiated by the Vice-

Chancellor and subsequently executed by IQAC which was'well received.

Discussion: -

The Director, IQAC also deliberated that since we are starting the Semester-L

academic programmes with a "Bridge Programme", exit programmes shall also be

provided in such manner. This would be highlighted as an element of best practice

and thus in doing so, CW shall be the first University in the country to practice such

a mode. Dr. Sreevalsa Kumar also recommended to the Vice-Chancellor's office to

institutionalize this programme as apart of academic operations.

The Vice-Chancellor congratulated Dr. Sreevalsa Kumar, Dr. Vinod and all other
members in piloting the programme with the collaboration of Chinmaya Institute of

Management. The Vice-Chancellor also recommended that
1. Training initiatives like resume preparation, career preparation shall be

incorporated during the Bridge Programme itself. N%tfl2. Recommended Dr. Sreevalsa Kumar to initiate the process with Dr. Sandhya in I

incorporating the same during Bridge Programme. Jtra\ *
3. Involvement of IQAC nominees and other industrialists to be made an ongoing

affair and initiating interactive sessions towards the end of every academic year.

4. Asserted o,n CW becoming unique and advised forming a committee for the same.
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Ms. fayalakshmi Nanda suggested 

.that 
this ties in with criterion-S team and

ownership of such matters fall under the members of criterion-S team. Hence it
would be much better if criterion-S team members are involved in such matters.

Dr. S.aurabh recommended that ownership shall be bestowed upon the Internship

and Placement committee.
Further deliberations were made by the team members regarding the importance,

implementation, and finalization of a calendar for the same.

Resolution
It was recommended by the IQAC team that a Graduate Exit Programme may be

institutionalized at CW and to that the Director of IQAC may write a letter of

recommendation to the Vice-chancellor's office and also to constitute a committee to

formalize and build guidelines for the exit programme.

Agenda Point: - Formalization and recommendation of Faculty Orientation
Programme
The Director, IQAC suggested that IQAC can recommend F0P to be institutionalized

as a part of University operations. Yearly ZFOPs [1 during each semester) shall be

advisable, in addition to short training sessions conducted by the faculty such as LMS

training.
Discussion: -

Director, IQAC informed that a survey has been circulated by Dr. Abha Mohan among

the participants of FOP for the feedback on the programme.

Dr. Raghavan suggested to recommend it to the Dean of Faculty office for the

recommendation of FOP since it is only for faculty.

Ms. |ayalakshmi Nanda requested the opinion of Vice'Chancellor regarding the

process ofthe approval ofsuch events.

The Vice-Chancellor suggested that such programmes can be run from the Dean's

office, however the approval for all matters pertaining to the University shall only be

made from Vice-Chancellor's office. This is to avoid issues that may come earlier.

Dr. Sreevalsa Kumar recommended that since Vice-Chancellor is the Chairperson of
IQAC, approval shall be made from his office by which administrative procedures can

be followed.
Resolution: -

The IQAC members recommended that the Vice-Chancellor's office may forward the

operational matters on FOP, to the Dean's office for further actions after its formal

approval.

Agenda Point: - Any Other Business

1. Addition of a

uI.

Dr. Raghavan
person/team

Column in ATR
recommended to add another column in ATR to indicate the

responsible the actionable item.
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Discussion: -

It was discussed in detail by the members.
Resolution: -

It was unanimously accepted by the team members.

2. FOP - faculty handbook to new ioiners.
Dr. Raghavan enquired whether the faculty handbook haS been circulated
among new faculty joiners. Dr. Raghavan also mentioned that his will ensure to
impart a common quality among faculty members.
Discussion: -

Dr. Ajaykumar mentioned that he has also not received the handbook and he

may be sent a copy of the same. Ms. fayalakshmi Nanda informed that the
Registrar I/c is circulating the same at this very moment. The Vice-Chancellor

requested a copy forwarded to him as well.

3. Course outline Template
Dr. Saurabh raised his doubts regarding the Course Outline template currently
in use.

Discussion: -
Ms. f ayalkshmi Nanda informed multiple changes were recommended after the

meeting (IQAC meeting, dated 30tt' May 2O2O, Agenda Point no: - 2a.)
regarding the course outline template. Hence it needs to be revised again.

The Vice-Chancellor informed that after the FOP which was conducted earlier,
Dr. |ayasankaranji's comments do have an implication on course outline. The

Vice-chancellor advised the criterion-Lteam to review the same based on the

comments/suggestions received till date.

Ms. fayalakshmi Nanda informed that she would provide the required updates

to the Criterion-1 Team.

Vice- Chancellor made a general comment on the misunderstanding regarding
course outline. Hence it is imperative that the Criterion-1 Team to think about
the same. The Vice- Chancellor also recommended to earmark components in
the course outline as either "mandatory" and/or "optional".

Ms. |ayalaksmi Nanda informed that, regarding the elaborate course outline
created by Dr. Saurabh, it was created as special case for online mode. Hence

this is not widely in use and is specific to that course only.

Resolution: -

It was resolved that after incorporating the suggestions by the Criterion-1Team,
it will be sent to Vice-Chancellor's office for further approval.

/*.-;z

4. PO-CO for Minor courses I r-r ,"NO]
Dr. Ajaykumar suggested that instead of mapping it with programme outcome lY1-
it may be mapped with the goals of the University n -

Discussion: - 
e., wlrn rne goals ul LII' ulllvel.slLy' -s ti{\2=

The Vice-Chancellor suggested that it can be done in such a manner that one of
the programme outcomes shall be based on University goals, applicable to all

programmes.
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The Director, IQAC suggested to map the course outcomes with programme

outcomes which is inclusive of overall development as well as CW values. Hence

IKS and minor courses can be mapped in the same manner.

Dr. Sathish suggested that we can create one common course outcome mapped

with IKS with all programmes.

The Vice-Chancellor informed that Programme outcome cannot be written

down unless several batches of students graduate from the University, since

alumni must provide details/ feedback regarding the same. There might be a lag

also due to this.
Ms. Jayalakshmi Nanda informed that it wouldn't be an issue to create

programme outcomes, however in order to validate the same, we might require

the alumni feedback.
The Vice-Chancellor advised that outside members/ nominees can review such

documents and can confirm the same'

Turn Around Timetable
Dr. Raghavan suggested to create a turn around time, such as what is the

duration for one policy to be approved after initiation, the turn around time for

the publication of marks after the completion of examination, etc.

Discussion: -

It was discussed in detail by the members'

Resolution: -

It was resolved that the Dr. Raghavan shall discuss in detail with the Vice-

Chancellor through e-mail and conduct further talks.

6. Requirement for Workflow
Dr. Raghavan implied on the importance of creation of workflow by taking the

example of f abagadadash Fest policy. He stated that the policy was sent on 25s

August, however there was limited time to process all the comments and several

comments were not reviewed.
Discussions: -
Ms. Jayalakshmi Nanda informed that tentative workflow has been sent to

elected team members however it has not been finalised as such. A primary

workflow created was also given to Dr. Raghavan. Ms. fayalakshmi further

requested the Director, IQAC to suggest regarding the timeline taken by the

team members to provide comments regarding a document circulated among

team members, since operational changes were made regarding the review of

documents was made (IQAC meeting, dated 24tn fulY Z0z0,"Preliminaries to
the Meeting")
The Director, IQAC further commended that all IQAC meeting cannot operate on

elaborate deliberations regarding the documents (policies, SOP's etc.). Since the

criteria team responsible for such policies might have already consulted with

the relevant members regarding the feedback. Dr. Saurabh suggested to provide

^ 
more time regarding the consolidation of suggestions made by the members.

^ . U The Vice-Chancellor advised that it may not be practical for the IQAC to be the

, n t$X reviewer in detail. It may be discussed among the community (faculty/staff/
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To conclude, the Director, IQAC extended a vote of thanks. The meeting was adjourned at

05:30pm. /^e lln,d/ w

u
student) to whom this may be created for. The Vice-Chancellor also commented

that IQAC stands for the quality assurance of the process.

The Vice-Chancellor also informed that the IQAC Director has the power to

withdraw any policy from being discussed based on the reviews received.
'MS. 

Jayalakshmi informed that such matters will be applicable and practical in

an establishment and not for Universities.
Further deliberations were made regarding the same among'team members for

pre-circulation to experts for their suggestions.

Resolution: -

It was resolved that the Dr. Raghavan shall discuss in detail with the Vice-

Chancellor through e-mail and conduct further talks.

Director,lQAC. Secretary,lQAC
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